
Record number of Isabella new 
products for camping  
The season is just around the corner and for many campers, now’s the time to consider what 
 equipment will make this year’s camping holidays even better. To this end, Isabella has a record 
 number of new products in its range this year – including a new and stylish luxury awning.      
 

One of this year’s big Isabella new product announcements is a newly developed A-measurement awning for seasonal 
 campers. Nordic is the crème de la crème of awnings and has been dubbed “the Stylish Luxury Awning”. Isabella has once 
again paid attention to detail with the new Nordic, and created a robust seasonal awning. It’s the only A-measurement awning 
in Isabella’s range available in two depths. Nordic is also equipped with Isabella’s sturdy MegaFrame and PVC roof.
    
Ventura AIR awning for caravans and motorhomes
Isabella is also expanding its range in the air awning category, introducing a new Ventura air awning that fits both caravans 
and motorhomes. It’s made in Europe and the use of quality materials ensures campers a low-maintenance awning with long 
durability and high comfort levels.
Ventura AIR is equipped with a unique and flexible height adjustment system that allows adjustment to different heights, and 
therefore fits both caravans and motorhomes. 

VILLA has grown 
VILLA, already the biggest awning in Isabella’s range, just got even bigger. The VILLA year-round awning is now available in 
two depths and five lengths. Depending on how much space you need, you can choose between the VILLA 300 with a depth 
of 3 metres or the VILLA 370 with a depth of 3.70 metres. Go to www.isabella.net for visualisations of the many VILLA options 
and put together your own dream VILLA. 

Award winning roll out awning 
This year’s new addition to the motorhome range is Buddy. Isabella’s new roll out awning has already been voted “Best 
 Motorhome Awning 2023” at the Practical Motorhome Awards in the UK. Buddy’s two sides and front transform a roll out 
 canopy on motorhomes and caravans into a stylish awning. 

No more cold feet 
From now on, cold feet in awnings are a thing of the past. Isabella’s new Floor Heating keeps your feet warm and 
 complements the heater in your awning well. Our underfloor heating systemconsists of a heating cable which is mounted in 
aluminium panels that effectively distribute the heat where you want to have underfloor heating. 

Specially designed sun canopy for Penta
At the request of many Penta owners, we’ve developed a specially designed sun canopy for the iconic pentagonal Penta 
awning. It’s produced in MegaFrame with welded corners, which makes it extra sturdy and suitable for Penta permanent 
pitchers. 

New lightweight sun canopy
For the travelling camper, there’s also a lightweight sun canopy with integrated front. The new Shade sun canopy fits cara-
vans and most types of vans. 

Cosy lighting with solar lamp 
The new solar lamp from Isabella can be used “almost” anywhere. As a table lamp, romantic path lighting or attached to the 
spikes of your windscreen – a unique feature on the market.  
  

Download images of Isabella’s new products for the 2023 season here
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